Other Facts on
Fakes

STATESTATS

Fake Drugs Pose Real Problems
Lawmakers are acting quickly to curb the
growing popularity of two new manufactured
drugs known as “Spice” or “K2” and “bath salts.”
These drugs can cause violent reactions in users,
including hallucinations, severe anxiety, paranoia, suicidal thoughts and combative behavior.
As of March 1, 19 states had banned Spice
and six had banned bath salts, either through
legislative or administrative action; and 38 state
legislatures had introduced legislation on the
legality of these substances.
Spice is a chemically engineered synthetic

cannabinoid, similar to THC, the active ingredient in marijuana. When smoked or ingested, it
can produce a marijuana-like high.
MDPV and mephedrone are the active ingredients in drugs created in laboratories and marketed
as “bath salts,” according to the U.S. Department
of Justice. These substances are structurally similar to the African plant khat that gives a stimulant
buzz when chewed or made into tea. Bath salts
are typically sold as a white powder and smoked,
injected or snorted, giving users effects similar to
cocaine, meth or ecstasy.

State Bans on Spice and Bath Salts

u Belgium, Croatia
, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland,
France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Lithu
an
ia, Norway, Romania, Sw
eden and the United
Ki
ngdom
have banned Meph
edrone and/or MDPV
.
u Au str ia, De nm
ark , Es ton ia, Fr an
ce , Ge rmany, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Poland, Roma
nia, Sweden and the
United
Kingdom have bann
ed synthetic cannabin
oids.
u Congress, in ear
ly February, conside
red legislation to ban Spice
-related substances.
u The U.S. Drug
Enforcement Admi
nistration,
on March 1, 2011,
banned five chemica
ls used to
make Spice.

By the Numbers

14

Calls received by U.S. poison control centers in
2009 related to Spice.

2,500

Calls received in 2010 related to Spice.

291

Calls received by U.S. poison control centers in
2010 related to bath salts.

373

Calls received in the first six weeks of 2011
related to bath salts.
n Have legislatively or administratively
banned both bath salts and Spice

Source: Association of Poison Control Centers, 2011

n Have legislatively or administratively
banned Spice
Source: NCSL, 2011
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Learn more about legislation affecting manufactured drugs
at www.ncsl.org/magazine.
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